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Abstract20

1. Assessing the patterns of wildlife attendance to specific areas is rel-21

evant across many fundamental and applied ecological studies, particularly22

when animals are at risk of being exposed to stressors within or outside the23

boundaries of those areas. Marine mammals are increasingly being exposed24

to human activities that may cause behavioural and physiological changes, in-25

cluding military exercises using active sonars. Assessment of the population-26

level consequences of anthropogenic disturbance requires robust and efficient27

tools to quantify the levels of aggregate exposure for individuals in a popu-28

lation over biologically relevant time frames.29

2. We propose a discrete-space, continuous-time approach to estimate30

individual transition rates across the boundaries of an area of interest, in-31

formed by telemetry data collected with uncertainty. The approach allows32

inferring the effect of stressors on transition rates, the progressive return to33

baseline movement patterns, and any difference among individuals.34

3. We apply the modelling framework to telemetry data from Blainville’s35

beaked whale (Mesoplodon densirostris) tagged in the Bahamas at the At-36

lantic Undersea Test and Evaluation Center (AUTEC), an area used by the37

US Navy for fleet readiness training.38

4. We show that transition rates changed as a result of exposure to sonar39

exercises on the range, reflecting an avoidance response.40

5. Synthesis and applications. Our approach will support the assess-

ment of the aggregate exposure of individuals to sonar and the resulting
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population-level consequences, a legal requirement for the US Navy on their

ranges. The approach has potential applications across many applied and

fundamental problems where telemetry data are used to characterise animal

occurrence within specific areas.

Keywords: Aggregate exposure, area attendance, beaked whales,41

individual-level random effects, sonar disturbance, Template Model Builder,42

transition probability43
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1. Introduction44

As a result of the expansion of human activities, individuals from wildlife45

populations are increasingly being exposed to a variety of anthropogenic46

stimuli (Halpern et al., 2008; Sanderson et al., 2002; Dı́az et al., 2019). Some47

human activities can have non-lethal effects on exposed individuals, causing48

deviations in their natural patterns of behavior and physiology (Pirotta et al.,49

2018a; Frid and Dill, 2002). Current European Union (European Habitats50

Directive 92/43/EEC) and United States (Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C.51

§§ 1531 et seq.; Marine Mammal Protection Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1361 et seq.)52

legislation mandates an assessment of the population-level consequences of53

these behavioral and physiological changes. Understanding where, when,54

and how often animals come into contact with human activities is the first55

step towards this assessment. In particular, quantifying population conse-56

quences requires an evaluation of 1) the proportion of the population that57

is exposed and 2) the aggregate exposure of each individual (i.e., the to-58

tal duration and intensity of exposure to the stressor of interest during a59

biologically-meaningful period (Pirotta et al., 2018a)). Various factors influ-60

ence the patterns of exposure of individuals in space and time. For example,61

a population’s movement patterns, the size of individual home ranges and62

the motivation underlying the use of the area of interest (e.g., whether the63

area contains foraging patches or is used solely for transit) will all contribute64

to determine if each individual in a population is exposed at all and, if so, its65

aggregate exposure, e.g. (Pirotta et al., 2018b; Jones et al., 2017; Merchant66
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et al., 2018).67

Many marine organisms rely on the use of sound for important life-history68

functions (e.g., communication and prey finding) (Montgomery and Radford,69

2017). In recent decades, extensive work on the population consequences of70

disturbance has thus been motivated by growing concerns on the effects of71

increasing anthropogenic noise pollution in the ocean (Popper and Hawkins,72

2016), particularly on marine mammals (National Research Council, 2005;73

Nowacek et al., 2007). Among the various sources of noise, cetacean popu-74

lations may be affected by military operations using active sonar (Southall75

et al., 2016). Dedicated experiments and opportunistic exposure studies have76

shown that animals can respond to active sonars by changing their horizontal77

movement and diving behavior, leading to interruption of foraging activity,78

habitat displacement and, potentially, changes in their physiology (Tyack79

et al., 2011; Southall et al., 2016; Falcone et al., 2017; Harris et al., 2018;80

Joyce et al., 2019). As such, current environmental impact statements con-81

ducted on navy ranges require an assessment of the number of individuals82

that respond to sonar exercises; this number can be estimated from the proba-83

bility of an individual getting exposed to the noise source, and the probability84

of responding when exposed to a certain noise level (i.e, the dose-response85

curve) (Harris et al., 2018).86

A suite of individual-based animal movement models has been developed87

to estimate the number of individuals that are exposed and respond over88

the duration of a single navy exercise, e.g., (Frankel et al., 2002; Donovan89
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et al., 2017; Houser, 2006; U.S. Department of the Navy, 2018). However,90

these models are not suitable for the estimation of individuals’ exposure to91

sonar over time and across multiple exercises, because their predictions be-92

come increasingly unrealistic when simulating movements for more than a93

few days, with individuals tending to drift away from the range area (Dono-94

van et al., 2017). Moreover, simulating fine-scale animal movements over95

a long time period is computationally intensive, and unnecessary when the96

animals are outside the area of interest. To overcome these difficulties, most97

existing models treat each day as separate and do not tally the number of98

times individuals are exposed over longer periods, even though predictions99

of population-level effects will change drastically depending on the level of100

aggregate exposure (Donovan et al., 2017; Pirotta et al., 2018a). An alterna-101

tive method is required to characterize the long-term patterns of individual102

occurrence in the target area and the effect of exposure and response to dis-103

turbance on these patterns. Such a method would then form the basis for104

a detailed quantification of the number of times each individual is exposed105

when inside the area and thus susceptible to respond to disturbance. In or-106

der to capture the various aspects of the ecology of a population that could107

influence usage of the area, the method should be informed using empirical108

movement data collected from individuals in the population over a compa-109

rable time scale. Modern satellite telemetry technologies allow us to track110

marine mammal movements for long periods, and could therefore be used to111

characterize the attendance to specific areas of interest. However, they are112
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often associated with substantial spatial error in animal relocations (Costa113

et al., 2010; McClintock et al., 2015).114

In this study, we develop a discrete-space, continuous-time analytical ap-115

proach to monitor the occurrence of animals in an area of interest and their116

transition rates across the boundaries of that area, informed by telemetry117

data collected with uncertainty. Our goal is to be able to estimate the ag-118

gregate exposure and response to sonar of individuals in a population over119

biologically relevant time periods (e.g., one year). The approach allows for120

differences in movement patterns among individuals. Importantly, the poten-121

tial repulsive effect that the activity under analysis has on the animals and122

the progressive decay of such effect over time can also be quantified (Tyack123

et al., 2011; Moretti et al., 2014). While the approach is motivated by and124

applied to case studies involving the exposure of cetaceans to disturbance125

from active sonar operations on US Navy ranges, it is widely applicable to126

other contexts and types of stressors. The method would also be useful in127

situations where the estimation of the movements in and out of an area is128

of interest, irrespective of the presence of anthropogenic stressors (e.g., to129

monitor the attendance of individuals to a protected area).130

2. Materials and Methods131

2.1. Telemetry data and exposure information132

We use satellite telemetry data from seven Blainville’s beaked whales133

(Mesoplodon densirostris) tagged between 2009 and 2015 within or near the134
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Atlantic Undersea Test and Evaluation Center (AUTEC), in the Bahamas135

(broadly referred to as ‘range’, see Fig. 1). This region is regularly used136

by the US Navy to carry out military exercises with active sonar. Tagging137

was carried out in advance of large-scale exercises (Submarine Command138

Courses) to monitor resulting changes in the animals’ movement behaviour.139

Data collection techniques are described in detail in Joyce et al. (2019).140

Animals were instrumented with Wildlife Computers SPLASH transmitters141

(n = 2, Mk-10; Wildlife Computers Inc., Redmond, WA, USA) and SPOT142

model tags (n = 5, AM-S240A-C; Wildlife Computers Inc.) in the Low143

Impact Minimally Percutaneous External-electronics Transmitter (LIMPET)144

configuration, see Table A.1 in Appendix A. Tags were attached on or near145

the dorsal fin from distances of 5-25 m using a crossbow or black powder gun146

(Joyce et al., 2019; Tyack et al., 2011). Location estimates of tagged whales147

were provided by the Argos system based on the Kalman filtering method148

(Lopez et al., 2013).149

Information on the use of mid-frequency active sonars (MFAS) at AUTEC150

was available from records in the US Navy’s internal Sonar Positional Re-151

porting System (SPORTS) database (including, but not limited to, the Sub-152

marine Command Courses analysed in Joyce et al. (2019)). While SPORTS153

data are known to suffer from transcription errors and incomplete records,154

they offered the best available source of sonar information. Specifically, we155

extracted bouts of high-power and mid-power MFAS use (sensu Falcone et al.156

(2017)) during tag deployment periods, and calculated the number of days157
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since exposure to a sonar event for each individual relocation. The outline of158

the hydrophone array at AUTEC was used as the range boundary, and ani-159

mals were considered exposed when occurring within this area during sonar160

activity.161

In addition to tracks of M. densirostris from AUTEC, we applied our162

modelling approach to four other cetacean species with varying movement be-163

havior and ecology, occurring over two different US Navy ranges, the Hawaii164

Range Complex (HRC) and the Southern California Range Complex (SO-165

CAL). Details of these additional case studies and the challenges they present166

for estimating the effects of sonar exposure are described in Appendix B.167

[Fig. 1 about here]168

2.2. Overview of modelling approach169

We model movement probability in and out of a region encompassing170

a Navy range where sonar exercises take place, and how this probability171

is influenced by the use of sonar on the range. The goal of the resulting172

approach is the estimation of the distribution of aggregate exposure and173

response to sonar across individuals in a population over long time periods174

(e.g., 1 year). The models presented below are implemented in the mmre R175

package; see https://github.com/cmjt/mmre and Appendix C for further176

details and examples.177
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Our modelling approach consisted of three interconnected steps. First,178

raw tracking data were filtered for obvious mistakes in animal relocation,179

identified based on unrealistic horizontal displacement. While subsequent180

models can accommodate for uncertainty in satellite-derived locations of the181

animals, aberrant observations can negatively affect model performance (Pat-182

terson et al., 2010). In brief, we filtered recorded Argos locations using the183

R package argosfilter (Freitas, 2012), so that highly unlikely observations184

(i.e., those implying a horizontal displacement greater than 15 m/s) were185

removed. Post filtering, individuals with fewer than fifty observations were186

excluded from the analysis.187

Second, filtered tracks were corrected for Argos location uncertainty using188

a continuous-time correlated random walk state-space model, which returned189

estimated tracks based on the underlying movement model (Section 2.3).190

Finally, estimated tracks were analyzed using a continuous-time Markov191

model that quantified the transition rates across range boundaries and the192

effect of exposure to sonar disturbance on animal movement patterns, see193

Section 2.4. A full propagation of the uncertainty associated with estimated194

tracks to the results of the Markov model was achieved using multiple impu-195

tation from the correlated random walk model, see Section 2.6.196

2.3. Continuous-time correlated random walk197

Due to the uncertainty associated with Argos locations, individual tracks198

were estimated using the continuous-time correlated random walk model199
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(CTCRW) described in Johnson et al. (2008) and Albertsen et al. (2015)200

using the R package argosTrack (Albertsen, 2017).201

In brief, the CTCRW model is a state space model (SSM) with measure-202

ment equation given by203

yct = µct + εct

where yct is the cth coordinate (c = 1, 2) of the observed location of an animal204

at time t (t = 1, 2, ..., n) with measurement error term εct. As in Albertsen205

et al. (2015) the joint distribution of ε1t and ε2t is a bivariate t-distribution.206

The term µct is then the “true” cth coordinate location of the animal at time207

t. This location process, µct, is obtained by integrating over the assumed208

instantaneous velocity of the animal at time t. This velocity is assumed to209

follow an Orstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process (see Albertsen et al. (2015) for210

further details).211

2.4. Discrete-space continuous-time Markov model212

A continuous-time Markov model describes how an individual transitions213

between states in continuous time. Given that an individual is in state S(t)214

at time t, the transition intensity, qrs(t, z(t)), represents the immediate risk215

of moving from one state r to another state s, and may be dependent on216

the time t of the process as well as some time-varying covariate z(t). These217

transition intensities can be written as218
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qrs(t, z(t)) = limδt→0P(S(t+ δt) = s|S(t) = r)/δt

and form a square matrix Q with elements qrs where qrr = −Σs 6=rqrs (i.e.,219

the rows of Q sum to zero) and qrs ≥ 0 for r 6= s. We consider only two220

states (i.e., r, s = {1, 2}) where state 1 = off-range (i.e., outside the area221

used by the Navy for military operations) and state 2 = on-range (i.e., inside222

the area of interest, see Fig. 1), so that223

Q =

 q11 q12

q21 q22

 where qrr = −qrs, for r 6= s (1)

2.4.1. Including individual-level random effects on the transition rates224

We use the R package msm (which fits continuous-time Markov models225

(Jackson, 2011)) as a benchmark for the model given by Equation (1), see226

Appendix A. In an extension to the functionality of the msm package, we allow227

for individual-level variation in our model by considering each off-diagonal228

elements of Q (i.e., qk,rs where, for individual k, r 6= s) to be given by229

log(qk,rs) = β0,rs + uk,rs. (2)

Here, each uk = {uk,rs, uk,sr} follows a zero-mean bivariate Gaussian dis-230

tribution (between states r and s) with 2 × 2 variance covariance matrix231

diag(σ2
u, σ

2
u).232
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2.4.2. Including exposure information233

We extend Equation 2 to model the effect of exposure to sonar on the234

transition rate, and let235

log(qk,rs(zk(t))) = (β0,rs + uk,rs) + β1,rsexp(−β2,rszk(t)), (3)

where236

zk(t)

 = 0 during exposure

≥ 0 otherwise

is the number of days since an individual was exposed to a sonar event.237

Here, β1,rs represents the change in transition rate, on the log scale, during238

exposure (i.e., zk(t) = 0, and exp(−β2,rszk(t)) = 1). We constrain β2,rs ≥ 0239

∀ r 6= s; by doing so, as the number of days since an individual was exposed240

to sonar, zk(t), increases, transition rates decay exponentially towards their241

baseline values, β0,rs (on the log scale).242

2.4.3. Likelihood243

The transition probability matrix is given by P(t), where each element244

prs(t) is the probability that, given an individual is currently in state r, they245

will be in state s at time t in the future. This transition probability matrix246

can be calculated by taking the matrix exponential of the scaled transition247

intensity matrix as follows:248
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P(t) = Exp(tQ). (4)

The likelihood, L(Q), is calculated as the product, over all individuals249

and all transitions, of the probabilities that individual k is in state S(tj+1) at250

time tj+1 given they were in state S(tj) at time tj, evaluated at time tj+1− tj251

(for j = 1, ..., nk):252

L(Q) =
∏
k,j

Lk,j =
∏
k,j

pS(tj)S(tj+1)(tj+1 − tj). (5)

Parameter estimates are obtained via minimisation of the negative log-likelihood,253

−log(L(Q)).254

2.5. Simulation255

To assess the performance of the proposed model, we used the esti-256

mated parameter values from the fitted model (Equation 3) to simulate new257

datasets. Specifically, we simulated the states of individuals at each observed258

time using the fitted transition probabilities. This was done 500 times for259

each individual. We refitted the model to the 500 simulated datasets, and260

calculated root mean squared errors for each parameter, as well as the %261

errors for β1,12, β1,21, β2,12, and β2,21 (that is, the parameters relating to the262

sonar effect).263
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2.6. Multiple imputation264

We used a multiple imputation procedure to show how the uncertainty265

associated with the Argos tracks could be propagated to the Markov model266

(McClintock and Michelot, 2018). For each of the seven individuals, a total267

of 100 tracks were simulated using the estimated bivariate t-distribution of268

measurement error from the CTCRW model, fitted to the Argos tracks, see269

Section 2.3.270

We fitted the model given by Equation (3) to the 100 simulated datasets271

(each containing one potential track per individual), and averaged the esti-272

mated parameter values across the fitted models to obtain point estimates273

and associated standard errors.274

2.7. Goodness of fit275

To assess the goodness of fit of the Markov model, we took a similar276

approach to that detailed in Aguirre-Hernández and Farewell (2002). Specif-277

ically, we partitioned the observations from each individual by time and co-278

variate value (time since exposure), and compared the observed number of279

transitions, o, to the number of transitions expected under the fitted model,280

e. Bins were created by splitting the data into quantiles, [0%–25%), [25%–281

50%), [50%–75%), and [75%–100%], based on the observation times and the282

covariate values (using the estimated transition rates as recommended by283

Aguirre-Hernández and Farewell (2002)). The expected number of transi-284

tions in each cell of the resulting confusion matrix (i.e., in each time and285
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covariate bin) were calculated as the sum of the estimated probabilities clas-286

sified in that category.287

We carried out a Pearson-type goodness-of-fit test similar to that pro-288

posed by Aguirre-Hernández and Farewell (2002) using the test statistic289

T = Σu,h,w
(ouhw−euhw)2

euhw
, where u represented the number of levels defined290

by the quantiles of the observation times, h represented the groupings due291

to the covariate, and w was the individual whale. We assumed a chi-squared292

distribution for this test statistic and used both a liberal and a conserva-293

tive number of degrees of freedom; these were calculated as 1) the minimum294

number of independent bins (7 × 4 × 3 × 2 = w × u × h × nstates), and 2)295

the minimum number of independent bins minus the number of estimated296

parameters, np = 20, respectively.297

3. Results298

Following the first two steps of our analytical approach, we obtained esti-299

mates of the corrected tracks for the seven Blainville’s beaked whales tagged300

on AUTEC (Fig. 1). The discrete-space continuous-time Markov model was301

then used to estimate the transition rates across the AUTEC range bound-302

aries (Table 1). Differences in baseline transition rates among individuals303

were captured by the inclusion of individual-level random effects (Equation304

(2), see Section 2.4.1); Figs 3 and 2 show that there was noteworthy variation305

among whales.306
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[Fig. 2 about here]307

Using the model given by Equation (3), we detected a change in transition308

rates following exposure to sonar activities (Table 1). The AIC suggests that309

this effect should be retained in the model. The estimated β̂1 = {β̂1,12, β̂1,21}T310

parameters represent the effect on the log rate of transition off–on and on–311

off the range, respectively, during the time an individual was exposed to312

sonar. During exposure (i.e., z(t) = 0 in Equation (3)), transitions onto the313

range (off–on) decreased (β̂1,12 = −0.60) and transitions off the range (on–314

off) increased (β̂1,21 = 1.75). The increase in on–off transitions during sonar315

exposure is illustrated in Fig. 3, where sonar activity is indicated by vertical316

grey lines.317

The β̂2 = {β̂2,12, β̂2,21}T = {0.78, 0.85} parameters describe the lessening318

effect of sonar exposure on the transition rates after the termination of sonar319

activity on the range (i.e., the exponential decay to the baseline transition320

rates off–on range and on–off range, respectively). Figs 3 and 2 illustrate321

this exponential decay for each individual; the effect of sonar exposure on322

transition rates was estimated to end approximately 3 days after the activity323

ended (i.e., when transition probabilities returned to their baseline values).324

Fig. A.2 in the Appendix shows the estimated individual level random effects.325

[Table 1 about here]326
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[Fig. 3 about here]327

Refitting the Markov model to 500 simulated datasets, generated using328

the estimates in Table 1, suggested that the model was able to retrieve the329

values of the parameters with limited bias. Root mean squared errors for330

each parameter are given in Table A.4, while the % errors for the parameters331

relating to sonar effect are shown in Fig. A.3.332

The multiple imputation procedure allowed us to successfully propagate333

the uncertainty in the telemetry tracks across all modelling steps. A subset334

of 20 simulated tracks obtained using the parameter values from the fitted335

CTCRW model are shown in Fig. A.1 for 3 individuals. Uncertainty in the336

exact locations of the individuals had little effect on the estimated transition337

rates shown in Section 3, as suggested by the parameter values averaged338

across the 100 fitted models (Fig. A.3 and Table 2).339

The comparison of observed transitions o· (aggregated into bins based on340

quantiles of the observation times and covariate value; see Section 2.7) with341

those expected, e·, for each individual w suggested that the goodness-of-fit of342

the Markov model was satisfactory (Fig. A.3 plot c). The Pearson-type test343

returned a test statistic T = 168.44; under T ∼ χ2
148 P(T > 168.44) = 0.476344

and under T ∼ χ2
168 P(T > 168.44) = 0.120, i.e., we have no evidence to345
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suggest that observed frequencies in each cell are significantly different from346

those estimated by our model.347

4. Discussion348

We developed a modelling approach that quantifies the rates at which349

animals move across the boundaries of a discrete area of interest. The model350

can therefore be used to describe patterns of attendance to that area. In-351

dividual differences in movement and ranging behaviour, which may lead to352

heterogeneity in area use, are explicitly evaluated. By fitting a movement353

model to the raw telemetry tracks, uncertainty in animal relocations can also354

be accounted for. Moreover, because the Markovian component is formulated355

in continuous time, the approach does not require observations regularly sam-356

pled in time. These features are important, because wildlife telemetry often357

involves irregular relocations with substantial measurement error (Patterson358

et al., 2017). Crucially, the method we propose can be used to investigate359

the repulsive (or attractive) effect of a given stressor or activity, operating360

either within or outside the target area and affecting the propensity of an in-361

dividual to cross the boundaries in either direction. Our simulation exercise362

showed that the model performs well at estimating transition rates and any363

change associated with exposure to disturbance.364

We used a CTCRW model to correct for uncertainty in animal relocations365

(Albertsen et al., 2015; Johnson et al., 2008). Alternative movement models366

could be fitted, depending on the sampling frequency and degree of mea-367
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surement error in the telemetry data (Patterson et al., 2017). Irrespective368

of the underlying movement model, we showed how a multiple imputation369

procedure can be used to propagate any such uncertainty (McClintock and370

Michelot, 2018). Our results suggest that relocation error does not alter the371

conclusions here, probably due to the size of the target area in relation to372

the estimated uncertainty.373

In this study, we applied the proposed approach to a specific management374

problem: the assessment of the effects of exposure to military sonar opera-375

tions within navy ranges on the movement behaviour of cetaceans, and the376

resulting attendance of individuals to these range areas (Bernaldo de Quirós377

et al., 2019; Southall et al., 2016; Nowacek et al., 2007). When fitted to378

tracking data from Blainville’s beaked whales tagged on or near the AUTEC379

US Navy range in the Bahamas, the model detected a change in the animals’380

movements following exposure: specifically, individual whales that were on381

the range at the time of exposure showed an increased tendency of leaving382

the range, while individuals that were outside the range area had a lower383

propensity to move onto the range, overall indicating an avoidance response384

to sonar. This effect was found to last for approximately three days after the385

end of the exposure, during which the transition rates progressively returned386

to their baseline values.387

The implications of these results are twofold. First, they contribute to388

the increasing body of evidence suggesting that military sonar operations389

can cause changes in the behaviour of exposed beaked whales (Harris et al.,390
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2018; Falcone et al., 2017; Tyack et al., 2011; Bernaldo de Quirós et al., 2019;391

Wensveen et al., 2019; De Ruiter et al., 2013; Stimpert et al., 2014). Dedi-392

cated experimental studies, as well as observational studies, have shown that393

these species modify their horizontal movement and diving pattern when394

exposed to simulated or real sonar in this and other areas. In particular,395

passive acoustic monitoring of whale echolocation clicks has previously sug-396

gested that Blainville’s beaked whale detections decline within the range area397

in AUTEC during sonar exercises, returning to baseline levels after approx-398

imately three days (Tyack et al., 2011; McCarthy et al., 2011). Using the399

same telemetry data we have analysed here, and focusing only on the effects400

of large-scale exercises (Submarine Command Courses), a recent study has401

provided further indication that this indeed corresponds to animals moving402

out of the range, rather than cessation of acoustic vocalisations (Joyce et al.,403

2019). With the proposed approach, we were able to quantify this tendency404

in terms of individual transition rates, and show that avoidance emerges in405

response to all sonar exercises occurring on the range. It has been suggested406

that human disturbance is perceived by wildlife as a form of predation risk,407

and, as such, can elicit comparable reactions, for example attempts to move408

away from the stressor (Frid and Dill, 2002). A similar response could also409

arise indirectly if beaked whale prey became less available due to sonar ac-410

tivity (e.g., through displacement or changes in patch characteristics). We411

detected this behavioural change despite the regular exposure of this popula-412

tion to sonar disturbance in the range area, which poses interesting questions413
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on the role of tolerance, habituation, and availability of alternative habitat414

(Harris et al., 2018).415

Secondly, our model can support the assessment of the total duration416

and intensity of exposure of individuals to a stressor (that is, their aggregate417

exposure) (Pirotta et al., 2018a). In particular, the model determines the418

presence of an individual in the area where the stressor operates, which can419

then be combined with approaches that simulate fine-scale movements. To420

date, these simulations have incurred the problem that, as time progresses,421

simulated individuals tend to drift away from the target area (Frankel et al.,422

2002; Donovan et al., 2017; Houser, 2006), leading to unrealistic movement423

patterns and thus compromising the ability to estimate aggregate exposure424

over time scales that are biologically relevant (e.g. one year). The results of425

our model can be used to simulate realistic occurrence in the area where an426

individual is potentially exposed, and ignore the behaviour when outside such427

area (although this will require adjusting the range boundaries to account428

for noise propagation and potential exposure outside the instrumented area429

(Joyce et al., 2019)). In some cases (e.g., when animals do not show high430

residency levels), this will also allow saving substantial computation time,431

which is important when many scenarios of disturbance need to be simulated432

efficiently for large populations.433

Model results highlighted differences among individuals in transition rates434

and presence on the range, which will result in heterogeneous levels of aggre-435

gate exposure within the population (Pirotta et al., 2018b; Jones et al., 2017;436
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Merchant et al., 2018). Differences among individuals could be explained437

by sex, age, life history stage, body condition or social preferences. This438

information, when available, could readily be incorporated into the model439

as fixed effects on the transition rates. These differences are relevant be-440

cause long-term effects on individual vital rates tend to emerge from the441

chronic disruption of activity budget and the impaired ability to acquire en-442

ergy (Pirotta et al., 2018a). Therefore, characterising variation in exposure443

and identifying the proportion of the population with high exposure level will444

ultimately contribute to the assessment of the population-level consequences445

of disturbance resulting from human activities, an important target for many446

regulatory frameworks and a requirement for the US Navy on their ranges447

(Pirotta et al., 2018a; National Research Council, 2005; National Academies,448

2017).449

The application of the modelling approach to other case studies in differ-450

ent US Navy ranges demonstrates some of the outstanding challenges associ-451

ated with this analysis (see Appendix B). Particularly, the model might not452

be appropriate in situations where the animals rarely leave the target area, as453

shown for rough-toothed dolphins Steno bredanensis in Hawaii (Baird et al.,454

2019; Baird, 2016) and Cuvier’s beaked whales Ziphius cavirostris in south-455

ern California (Falcone et al., 2017). In the latter case, the short time-scale456

of documented behavioural responses (Falcone et al., 2017) compared to the457

resolution of the telemetry data further complicates the use of the model. In458

that region, the model could be more appropriate for fin whales Balaenoptera459
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physalus, which regularly transits in and out of the area where sonar activi-460

ties operate (Scales et al., 2017), but uncertainty on the boundaries of such461

area also presents an issue. Access to reliable information on the spatial and462

temporal patterns of sonar occurrence is critical for the proposed approach.463

The comparison of the SPORTS database with acoustic recordings on Navy464

ranges has shown that the database is prone to transcription errors and in-465

complete records (Falcone et al., 2017), which have likely contributed to the466

problems encountered when fitting the model to the additional case studies.467

Beyond the effects of disturbance resulting from military sonar operations468

on cetacean species, our approach can be used to quantify the exposure to469

any activity that occurs within a discrete area and has either an attractive or470

a repulsive effect on exposed animals. Potential examples include attendance471

of marine predators to fish farms (Callier et al., 2018), changes in use of wind-472

farm areas by birds (Pearce-Higgins et al., 2009), attractions to supplemental473

feeding sites for a range of species (Corcoran et al., 2013), temporal variation474

in the use of refuges as a function of anthropogenic risk in terrestrial ungu-475

lates (Visscher et al., 2017), or elephant occurrence in areas with differential476

human-associated mortality risk (Graham et al., 2009). More generally, it is477

often valuable to assess the probability of occurrence within predefined re-478

gions, e.g. to evaluate the effectiveness of the boundaries of a protected area479

for covering the occupancy of a sufficiently large proportion of a population480

(Cabeza et al., 2004; Lea et al., 2016; Licona et al., 2011), a common appli-481

cation of telemetry data (Hays et al., 2019). The transition rates estimated482
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in our model would inform decisions regarding such boundaries.483

The approach can be easily extended to model additional states, that is,484

additional discrete areas where individual patterns of occurrence are of in-485

terest. For example, the model could be used to estimate the connectivity486

among multiple protected areas, or the degree of usage of distinct portions487

of a population’s range, e.g. (Webster et al., 2002; Espinoza et al., 2015).488

The effect of other covariates (e.g. environmental characteristics) on the489

transitions among areas could be included to elucidate the ecological or an-490

thropogenic processes influencing these movement patterns.491

In conclusion, we introduced a versatile method to monitor animals’ at-492

tendance to discrete areas in continuous time, and assess the effects of stres-493

sors or attractors on the transition rates across these predefined boundaries.494

We used the method to quantify the effect of sonar on the occurrence of a495

cetacean species on a US Navy range, and found changes in the propensity496

of moving in and out of this area as a result of exposure. These results497

will help to assess the aggregate exposure of individuals and any resulting498

population-level consequences, a legal requirement for the US Navy in the499

range area. However, we anticipate the model could have wide applications500

in both applied and fundamental ecological studies that use telemetry data501

to characterise animal movements.502
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Figure 1: Corrected tracks of seven Blainville’s beaked whales (Mesoplodon densirostris)—
Tag IDs given in legend—at the AUTEC range (shown by the black polygon), Bahamas.
Inset table shows the calculated raw transition probability matrix for sequential transitions
across AUTEC range boundaries, averaged across individuals. The number of observations
estimated as either on- or off-range are show per individual in Table A.2. Inset topright
shows the plotted region in relation to Florida, USA.
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Figure 2: Estimated transition probabilities for each of the seven Blainville’s beaked whales
as a function of days since exposure to sonar, calculated at one day since tagging (t = 1);
the corresponding transition rate is given by Equation 3. In each plot, colours indicate
different individuals; the top plot shows on–off transition probabilities and the bottom plot
shows off—on transition probabilities. The grey shaded areas show the 95% confidence
interval around the mean transition probabilities (dashed grey lines) as a function of days
since exposure.
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Figure 3: Fitted on–off range transition probabilities, p21(t = 1), for each of the seven
Blainville’s beaked whales (derived from the corresponding transition rates given by Equa-
tion 3). In each plot, the vertical grey lines indicate the time of sonar events; the points
represent the time of observed locations (in days) of each individual since tagging. The
different horizontal asymptotes in each panel illustrate the differences in baseline transition
rates among individuals.
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Tables743

eq. P(t = 1)∗ log-likelihood AIC β̂0 β̂1 β̂2

1)

[
0.877 0.123
0.505 0.495

]
−257.04 518.08

[
−1.65 (0.18)
−0.23 (0.16)

]
- -

2)

[
0.858 0.142
0.525 0.475

]
−243.43 492.87

[
−1.45 (0.40)
−0.14 (0.40)

]
- -

3)

[
0.807 0.193
0.421 0.579

]
−236.26 486.51

[
−1.21 (0.48)
−0.43 (0.47)

] [
−0.60 (0.61)

1.75 (0.56)

] [
0.78 (1.01)
0.85 (0.60)

]

Table 1: Table of estimated parameters, log-likelihood, and AIC values for each fitted
model (standard errors in brackets). The first column indicates the equation number for
the corresponding Markov model (see Section 2.3). The baseline transition rates, on the

log scale, are given by β̂0 = {β̂0,12, β̂0,21}T . Where applicable, the changes in transition

rate during exposure are given by β̂1 = {β̂1,12, β̂1,21}T and the decay parameters are given

by β̂2 = {β̂2,12, β̂2,21}T . Here, ∗ denotes that P(t = 1) is calculated at the baseline
transition rate (i.e., ignoring any other effects, if there are any).
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P(t = 1)∗ β̂0 β̂1 β̂2[
0.801 0.199
0.416 0.584

] [
−1.18 (0.01)
−0.44 (0.01)

] [
−0.61 (0.03)
0.64 (0.06)

] [
1.97 (0.02)
0.98 (0.02)

]
Table 2: Point estimates and standard errors (in brackets) for the parameters in Equation 3
obtained from fitting models to 100 sets of imputed tracks for each of the seven Blainville’s
beaked whales.
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